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Tired of losing at the slots and going home with empty pockets? Let Mike show you a process with

rules and techniques for improving your slot play. A proven way to manage your money better and

to make sure you leave with your winnings. Learn how to bet less and win more.  In this Second

Edition you will find material that covers the new multi-play and multi-game machines. The original

material has been expanded to include slot machines that only let you play the maximum lines. Tips

on how to extend your play and winnings on these machines have also been updated.  Mike will

explain in simple terms how slot machines really work and using this information he will show you

how you can be a better slot player.  The book will not guarantee that you will win at slots but it will

show you how to extend your playing time giving you a better chance of winning. It will also focus on

techniques to make sure you keep more of your winnings and show you how you can go home with

money.  By just adding a small amount of discipline to the way you play you can have a significant

improvement in the results.
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Take it from a mathematician. This advice Mike gives in this book will definitely make you a better

slot player. Simply by preventing you from doing foolish things, your money will last longer in the

casino and you'll have a much better chance of going home with some winnings. He states clearly

that there is NO WAY TO BEAT A SLOT MACHINE. But he also says that betting the max is the

surest way to lose your money in a hurry, and that playing the progressives is definitely not in your

best interest. He tells you which machines to play, how to find them, and how to bet on them. By

using Mike's betting strategy, which is not difficult to do (there's really no mathematical formula or



anything), you will curb the odds a little more in your favor and greatly extend your playing time

(which, of course, increases your chances of hitting a jackpot). The beginning section of the book

takes you inside a slot machine and shows you how they work, along with a brief history on the slot

machine. That part is very interesting too. I thoroughly enjoyed this book, and the money I spent on

it was money I saved the next time I went to a casino. Highly recommended for anyone who plays

the slots on a regular basis.

Since my husband and I took up the hobby of slot play, I wanted to be an educated patron. I have

purchased NUMEROUS books on the topic and found most of them to be very similar. However,

when I read "Mike's Guide to Better Slot PLay" I found it to be very practical and an easy read with

some slot options that I had never considered before. I am anxious to visit our favorite casino and

try his recommendations. This book is a big bang for the buck.

Mr. Veaudry enables you to understand the slot machine you choose to play. I appreciate that he

does not try to say you can beat the slot machines. If you could beat the slots, then the casinos

would stop providing the slots. I play to have fun. Mr. Veaudry provides a complete list of things you

can do to play longer and win more when your luck is running hot. I tried his methods they work. I

enjoyed the history section and wished it was longer. The explanation of the different types of slot

machines was very useful. Managing money is very common sense, but hard to follow while

playing. Mr. Veaudry's advice should be followed. I find the advice to NOT play max lines and

instead play max or at least higher multiples very useful. READ his book and have fun playing

longer with higher wins.

I thoroughly enjoyed and appreciate this book. Many of the suggestions that Mike made I had come

to on my own from playing the machines. What he added was an explanation of why I would lose on

certain machines. I read the book a second time to ensure I understood the math behind his

conclusions. I plan on playing tomorrow and am anxious to try Mike's method.I do have some

questions, though. In the section "What to Do When You Have a Winning Machine", page 63, I can't

get the math to add up. Mike sets limits when he has tripled the amount he decided to put at risk (for

example, $5 at risk.) However, then his lower limit is about twice what he started with. He uses $20

as an example, with an at-risk amount of $5. So, if you triple the $5 at risk, 5 X 3 = $15. This $15 is

lower than the new lower limit of the $20 x 2 = $40. $15



This is an excellent book on slot machines, and I heartily recommend it to everyone! I really liked

how Mike gives an extremely friendly, readable guide, with lots of great advice on slot machines. I

learned a lot, which I was surprised at, since I'm kind of a slot machine junkie myself.My only

criticism is that halfway through the book, he says, "The work of mathematician Gregory Chaitan

[sic] proves that there are patterns even in systems of random numbers." And, then he uses this as

an excuse to explain all sorts of wild theories that he has about continuing to play machines when

they're hot, and not playing them when they're cold.But, in a way, this only adds to the charm of the

book. I love roulette, because it makes me feel like a psychic, even though the rational part of my

brain says that it's all random chance. And the more that I ponder on Mike's word's, slot machines

are starting to make me feel psychic, too.Pros:+Entertaining and lively+Invaluable history of

slots+Lots of great systems to play slots with+Great information about picking machines, and which

machines are looserCons:-Spurious mathematical proofs
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